Lesson Plan Idea Format

Grade Level & Subject Area: 2nd Grade English Language Arts

Standards/Framework (Common Core, NAEYC, Mid-level ....):

Common Core English Language Arts

Key Ideas and Details:

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.2

Recount stories, including fables and folktales from diverse cultures, and determine their central message, lesson, or moral.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.3

Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges.

Theme/Series of Lessons (if Not applicable, put N/A. If it is part of a series, of lessons, tell me, give a BRIEF description of the overall and tell me where this particular lesson fits):

N/A

Time (is this a 1 day 50 minute lesson, 5 day 1 hour lesson, once a week over a month lesson....):

1 hour and 30 minutes

What do the students already know? (This could be the Intro or they have learned information before starting this lesson):

The students already know how to access the Read Me Stories-Children’s Books app on the iPad in the classroom. The students know how to read short stories and understand the meaning of different types of books.

Objective (What are the students’ going to accomplish):

The objective is for the students to find a partner and they have to pick a book from the Read Me Stories app and they will figure out the main character in their book and do many short activities involving the main character.
Materials:
IPad
Handouts (I will give them)
Pencil
Partner

Procedure:
They paired up partners will read a short story from the Read Me Stories app in the classroom. I will then hand out three different handouts involving different questions about each book they chose.

Assessment (How will the students’ show you that the objective has been met):
The students will discuss in detail the theme of the story and the main character and how the main character responds to events or challenges. They will use the handouts I give them to explain to me about their short story they chose with their partner.

A Brief Description Of The Entire Lesson - Plus Any Additional Information to be Included:
The students will use the Read Me Stories app in the classroom to pick out a short story with their partner. They will take notes involving detail of the characters and the main character. I will give them three handouts after they finish and they will write down the main theme of the story and how the main characters reacts in the book to major events that take place in the book and challenges.

(I should be able to see and understand your entire lesson by reading this. Remember, Technology is not the lesson. It enhances the lesson)